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ABOUT THE GLOBAL ALLOCATION SERIES 
The Global Allocation Series of Freedom Dynamic® is comprised of active asset allocation strategies that seek to capitalize on 
shorter-term investment opportunities by dynamically allocating capital across asset classes, geographies, economic sectors, 
and investment styles. These strategies incorporate economic, quantitative, and fundamental analysis of capital markets in an 
effort to identify the most compelling investment opportunities globally and to deliver improved risk-adjusted outcomes over the 
long-term.  
 

BROAD MARKET OVERVIEW 
Volatile and broadly negative price action across stocks and bonds in December closed out what was a difficult year for asset 
owners.  Global stocks (MSCI ACWI Index) sold off last month, led lower by domestic large caps (S&P 500 Index) and especially 
growth stocks (S&P 500 Growth Index). International stocks (MSCI ACWI ex-US Index) fared better, however, as optimism has 
grown around the reopening of China, the world’s second largest economy, after years of strict Covid policies. The U.S. dollar 
fell for the third straight month, lending further strength to foreign equities. Notably, December’s dollar weakness came alongside 
further increases in interest rates. This cross-asset price action represents a break from the recent trend of a tight link between 
the dollar and Federal Reserve policy expectations. December’s rise in core yields capped off what has been a record year of 
yield increases for both 2-year and 10-year U.S. Treasuries. Credit spreads were mixed and commodity prices generally declined 
to end a historic year. 
 
POSITIONING HIGHLIGHTS 

 
 

EQUITY 

 
 

For illustrative purposes only. The positioning of the hypothetical account in the illustration  
is based on target allocations of the strategy at the time of the report. 

Last Reallocation: November 2022 
• Increased overall value tilt, especially by adding momentum factor exposure, and decreased domestic large cap 

growth holdings 
• Slightly increased domestic SMID positioning; maintained U.S. overweight 
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FIXED INCOME  

 
Not illustrative of any account.  For illustrative purposes only. 

Last Reallocation: December 2022 
• Increased MBS and credit exposures at the expense of U.S. Treasuries, raising portfolio yield 
• Increased duration, especially to medium-term maturities 

 
CONTRIBUTORS 
The biggest contributors to performance in the equity portfolio in December were international dividends, domestic energy, and 
emerging markets. 
In the fixed income portfolio, short- and medium- term U.S. Treasuries, as well as short term investment grade credit, 
contributed the most to performance last month. 
 
DETRACTORS 
Domestic small caps, domestic mid-caps, and domestic equal weight factor exposure contributed the least to the performance 
of the equity portfolio last month. 
On the fixed income side, mortgage-backed securities, as well as a tactical core holding and long-term investment grade 
corporate credit exposure, contributed the least to returns in December.   
 
PORTFOLIO OUTLOOK 
As we turn the page on a historic and difficult year for investors, it is helpful to reflect on what has changed recently and what 
remains the same.  The reopening of the Chinese economy, which we expect to lend support to global growth and inflation in 
2023, is the biggest new development, followed by a switch in focus by the Fed away from headline inflation and supply chains 
and towards the state of the labor market. Valuations are also more attractive across the capital markets, a long-term positive 
for investors. But our view that the Fed remains a single mandate central bank, firmly focused on eradicating inflation and not 
on supporting economic growth, remains unchanged, as does our assessment that volatility across the interest rate complex is 
still too high for comfort. Synthesizing it all, we maintain our conservative stance, favoring value and dividend stocks and higher 
quality fixed income, but we are looking to selectively increase portfolio risk where we see changing dynamics underappreciated 
by market participants.  
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